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1n distributed applications， QoS of a multimedia object is manipulated in addition to the state. 
While objects are manipulated through methods， the manipulations on the objects have to be undone 
in designing multimedia systems and recovering from the system fault. 1n this paper， we discuss how 
methods performed are compensated by other methods. Novel types of compensating methods are defined 
to obtain a state and QoS of the object which satisfy requirements. Vve discuss how to find a cheaper 
way to compensate a sequence of methods. 

1 Introduction 

Distributed applica七ionsare composed of multi-
media objec旬. Here， quality of service (QoS) of 
a multimedia object is manipulated as well as the 
state. The authors [7，8) define novel types of con-
flicting relations among methods wi七hrespect to 
QoS while the traditional definition is based on 
states of objects. The paper [8] discusses novel 
types of serializabili七，ybased on QoS and concur-
rency control mechanism on multimedia objects. 

1n ma.nipulating a multimedia object， an appli-
cation might like to undo the manipulation， for ex-
ample， for interactively designing and implement-
ing an application. In another example， an otト
ject is rolled back due to the fault of the object. 
Suppose that an application changes a colored 
movie object to a monochrome one by a method 
grayscαle after adding a 何 dcar by a method 
αdd-car. Here， the movie object is monochrome. 
Next， suppose the application would like to undo 
出emanipulation done here. According七othe tra-
ditional ways，むhemovie object is rolled back to 
the previous ooe saved at a checkpoint (2]， i.e. col-
ored object without the car・object.Another way 
is to compensa.te a computation sequence of αdd-
car and grayscαle by other methods. del-cαr is a 
method where a ca7・isremoved. color is a method 
where a scene object is changed to be colored. If 
color is performed after del-car， the object is re-
covered to the previous state. Here， del・cαrand 
color are referred to as compensαt仇9methods of 
αdd・cαrand grayscαle， respectively. If the appli-
cation is not interested in how colorful the movie 
object is， ooly the c<αr object can be removed wi七h-
out changing the color. That is， the sequence of 
methods add-car and grayscαle can be just COffi-
pensated by one method del-car with respect七O
QoS required by the application. 10 the paper [9] 1 
the au七horsdiscussed a novel way to compensate 
methods performed on a multimedia object where 

QoS and the state of the object are changed so 
as to satisfy the userls requirements. A sequence 
ofαdd-car and grayscαle is com pensated by a se-
quence of compensating methods color and del-car 
ωpresented here. Here， the previous state can be 
also obtained by performing color after del・cαr.
The latter compensating sequence is cheaper than 
the former because the cαr object is not colored 
in the latter one. We discuss how to find a better 
sequence of compensating methods. 

In section 2， we discuss relations among meth-
ods. In sectioll 31 we discuss compensating meth-
ods. In section 4， we discuss how to compensate 
a sequence of methods. 

2 QoS-based Relations of 
民1ethods

An object-based system is composedof clαsses 
and objects [6). A class c is composed ofαttributes 
Al， ...， Am (mと0)and methods. An object 0 

is created from the class c by giving values to at-
tributes. A collection (Vlぃ・・，Vm) of values is a 
stαte of the object 0 where each Vi is a value taken 
by Ai (i = 11 • …1 m). 

A class c can be composed of co7nponent classes 
Cl1・・・，Cn in a part・01relation. Let Ci (s) denote a 
projection of a state S of the class c to a subclass 
Ci. A state of an object is changed by performing 
a method op. Let op(s) and [op(s)) denote a state 
and response obtained by performing-a method op 
on a state S of an object 0， respectively.“OPI00P2" 

shows .a serial computation of OPl and OP2・

Applications obぬinservice of an object 0 

through methods. Each service is characterized 
by q1ωt  

t叩 leof values (υ1， ・・・，Vm) where each Vi is a 
value of parameter like frame rate. A QoS value 
ql dominates another QoS value q2 (qlとq2)iff 
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ql shows a better level of QoS than q2・ Forex-
ample， (160 x 120[pixels]， 1024[colors]， 15[fps])と
{120 x 100， 512，15). ql U q2 and ql n q2 show le錨 t
upper bound and greatest lower bound of ql and 
q20nと，respectively. Let Q(s) be a QoS value of 
a state s of an object o. Q(op(s)) and Q([op(s)]) 
are QoS values of state and output obtained by 
performing op. An application requires an object 
o to suppo同 someQoS， named requi問 mentQoS 
(RoS). 

Suppose a class C is composed of component 
cl錨 S白 Ct， ...， cm (m三0).An application spec-
ifies whether each componenもclassCi is either 
mαndαtory or optional. There are the following 
relations among a pair of states St and Su of a 
class C [7，9]: 

• St is stαte・consistentwith Su (St -su) iff St 
= Su. 

・Stis semantically consistent with九 (St三

Su) i庄 内 - Su or Ci(St}三c;( su) for every 
mandatory component class Ci of C. 

• 8t is QoS・consistentwith Su (St向 Su)i庄内一

Su or St and Su are obtained by degrading 
QoS of some state S of c， i.e. Q(St} U Q(su) 
三Q(s}.

• St is semanticαlly Q08-∞nsistent with Su 
(St ~ su) iff St勾 Suor c( St} ~ c( su) for every 
mandatory component class Ci of C. 

• St包r-consistentwith Su on RoS r (St向 rSu) 
iff St勾 Suand Q(St) n Q(su)と7'• 

• St is semantically r-consistent with Su on RoS 
r (St三rSu) iff St 信 rSu or c;(sc)三rc;(Su} 
おrevery mandatory class Ci of C. 

For example， a movie class is composed of 
mandatory classes car and t何 eand an optional 
cl飴 sbαckground. Each state Si of the movie ob-
ject is composed of car Ci， tree ti， and bαCkgrou1叫
ん(i= 1，2). SI ~ S2 if Cl and C2 show a same car 
with different QoS and tl and t2 indicate a same 
tree with different QoS. 

Letロαshowanα・consistentrelation where 
αshows some consistent relation. For example， 
口QoS(or日間)shows “同11 Stαte1 Sem1 QOS1 R， 
Sem-QoS， and Sem-R stand for sets of possible 
state， semαntically， QOS1 R， semαntically QoS， 
and semantically R consistent relations on states 
of a cl鎚 sc， respectively. Here， Rお{口r1 r is a 
possible QoS}， and Sem-R is {口=r1 r is a pos-
sible QoS value}. Let C be a family of the sets 
state， Sem， QoS， R， Sem-QoS， and Sem-R of con-
sistent relations. A relation “α→ b" for a pair of 
sets αand b shows that b is a subset of α. That 
is， St口bSu if StロaSu for every pair of states St 
and Su・Stαte→ Sem，State → R，R → Sem-R 
R → QoS，QoS→ Sem-QoS， Sem-R → Sem-QoS 
are primitive re]ations， i.e. not transitive. 

Let OPt and opu be a pair of methods of a class 
C. “OPt口αOpu"shows that OPt (s )口αopu(S)for 
every state S of the class c.φshows an empty 
sequence of methods. op口αゆiffop(s)ロαSfor 
every state S of c. For example，出splay一ゆ.Let 
rl and r2 be a pair of QoS values where rlと
r2. Here，口rl→口T2 if rlとr2.For exampJe， 

St勾 rlSu if 8t包 r2Su・

In the traditional theories [1，4]， a method OPt is 
compαtible .with another method OPu on a class C 
iff the result obtained by performing OPt and opu is 
independent of the computation order. Otherwise， 
OPt conflicts with OPu・

[Definition] For every pair of methods OPt and 
呼)uof a class c， OPt isα-compatible with opu 
(OPt 0α OPu) iff (oPt 0 OPu)口α(OPuOOPt) where 
αε C.ロ

For example， a method OPt is semαnticαlly com-
patible with a meもhodOPu (oPt 111 oPu) iff (oPt 。
OPu)三 (OPu0 OPt). The “R・compatiblerelation" 。R shows a set { Or Ir E R} of consistent rela-
tions on various RoS where R is a set of possible 
QoS values. OPt α・conβictswith opu (oPt 1;αOPtJ) 
unless OPt 0α Opu. Let Stαte， Sem， QoS， R， Sem-
QOS1 and Sem-R be sets of possible stαte， seman-
ticαlly， QoS， R， semantically QoS， and semanti-
cally R・compatiblerelations on methods of a class 
c， respectively.。αissymmetric and transitive. 

3 Compensating Methods 

3.1 Compensation 

In traditional systems (1]， if the system is faulty， 
the state stored in the log is restored in the sys七em
and then the system is restarted. Suppose paint 
is performed on a background object. If erase is 
performed， the background object can be restored. 
erase is a compensating method of paint. Tradi-
tionally， a method opu is a compensating method 
of another method OPt on a class C if OPt 0 OPu (s) 
= s for every state S of the class C [4]. We extend 
the compensation concept to multimedia objects. 

[Definition] A method opuα-∞mpensates an-
other method OPt on an objecも(Opu1>αOPt) with 
r回 pectto a consistent relation αin C iff (oPt 0 

Opu)口αゆ.ロ
Let (rvαOp) denote an α・compensαtingmethod 

of a method op， i.e. op 0 (rvαοp)ロαゆ.
Let State， Sem， QoS， R， Sem-QoS I and Sem-R 

denote sets of possible state， semαntically， Qo8， 
R， semantically QoS， and semantically R com-
pensating relations of methods of a class c. Let 
C R be a family of these compensating relations， 
CR = {I>α|αε C}. 
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Suppose αl→ α2 for α1，α2εC R. For exam-
ple， Sem→ Sem-R. This means that OPt Sem-r-
compensates opu for RoS r in R (OPt [>=，. oPu) if 
OPt [>三句h・

[Thωrem) Ifα1→ α2， OPt t>α2 opu if OPt t>α10PU・

ロ

[Example 1] Suppose a movie class is composed 
of classes car， wo rds ， music， and bαckground. 
The class background is furthermore composed of 
classes tree and road. A movie state s 1 shows a 
colored video which includes all the components 
as 8hown in Figure 1. Objects bαckground and 
cαr in 81 are removed by performing a method 
del-car-bg and then a state 82 is obtained. Then， 
monoral is performed to obtain a monoral state 
83・ Here，an application would like to undo the 
work done 80 far by methods delete and mono-
ral. 8te問。 isperformed on 83 and then a state 
82 is obtained.αdd-bg is a method to add a back-
ground object where music is 8te陀 o.A state 8~ 
抱obtainedby performing a method αdd・bgon 82' 
If car is optional， s~ 三 SI because all the other 
classes are the same as s 1・Hence，a method add-
bg is a Sem-compensating method of a method 
del-car-bg (αdd-bg t>= del-bg-car).口

Figure 1: Compensation. 

A氏erperおrminga method op on a state 8 
of a class c， a state S' is obtained by perform-
ing the compensati時 method(rvSemOP)， S'三 s.
From the theorem， the method op can be α2-
compensated by ('"α1 op) instead of ('"α2op) if 
α1→ α2・ Forexample， a methodαdd-bg is 
( "'= del-car-bg) in Example 1. Suppose that add-
cαr-bg is a method by which car and background 
objects are added. add・car-bgis (rv state del・car-
句).A state obtained by performing αdd・cαr-bgis 
semantically consistent with one obtained by per・
forming add-bg. 

[Theorem) ('"αop)ロβ('"βop)iffα →β.口

3.2 Classification of methods 

Suppose a method op2 is performed after OP1， 
i.e. opl 0 op2・ Here，opl 0 OP2 is com-
pensated by a sequence of 8tαte-compensating 

methods ("'StateOP2) 0 (rvStaωIpt}， i.e. (OPl 0 
OP2 0 (rvStateOP2) 0 (rvStateopI}l -ゆ Forex-
ample， erase is ('" Statepaint) and degrade is 
( rv State upgnαde). rvsωe (paint 0 upgrlαde)一
(rvState upgrade) 0 ('" Statepaint)一(degrade 0 emse). 
Thus，もheeffect on the object 0 can be removed 
by performing the compensating methods of opl 
and op2， i.e. rvsωe(OPl OOP2)一(rvState叩 2)。
(rvStateOPl). Thus， "'8ωe(OPl 0 ... 0 OPn)一
(rv StateOPn) 0 . • . 0 ('" Stateopt). 

We discuss how an α-compe1則 tionrvα(OPIO 
. .0 OPn) is α0・consistentwith a sequence of com-

pensati時 methods(rvα"OPn) 0 . . . 0 (rvα10Pt). 

[Problem] Find consistent relations 
α0，α1ぃ・・，αnおrα such that rvα(OPl 0 ... 0 
OPn)口α。(rvα，.OPn) 0 . . . 0 (rvα10Pl).ロ

In this paper， we consider a case αo =αfor 
simplicity. 

There are two types of methods， stαte one to 
change the staむeof the object and QoS one to 
change QoS of the object. For example，αdd-cαT 
is a state method and gmyscale is a QoS method. 
There are two types of component classes， manda-
tory and optional ones as discussed before. Hence， 
there are semantical and 101mα1 types of meth-
ods， the first one to change the mandatory com-
ponent object and the other one to change op-
Uonal component object but not mandatory ones. 
The methods are classified into types shown in 
Table 1. S and Q mean state and QoS meth-
ods， respectively. R shows a QoS rnethod by 
which QoS of an object is changed 80 that RoS 
is satisfied. M and 0 indicate methods by which 
mandatory and optional components of an ob-
ject are changed， respectively. Let T show a set 
{S，SM，SO，Q，QM，QO，R，R M，RO}. Here，let 
1'( op) show a type of a method op， i.e. 7'( op)εT. 

Let α，α1， and α2 be consistent relations in C 
for a class c. We discuss how to compensate a se-
quence OPl 0 op2， i.e. rvα(OPI00P2)ロα('"α20P2)。
('"α1 opl) holds on the b錨 isof method typesη= 
(OPl) and乃 (Op2). In Figure 2， each entry 
Mi(7'1 ， 7'2) shows a condition for which rvα(opIO 
OP2)ロα{(rvα20p2)0 ('"α1 OP1)} holds for types 1'1 
and 1'2 of methods OPl and OP2 (i = 1，...，5). 
ln the matrixes，αj =ゆ shows“(rv向。'pj)民 not
pe巾 rmed". For example， if 1'(Opt} = 80 and 
r(OP2) = S， M1 (80， S) = B， i.e. rvSem(OPl 0 

OP2) == (rv StαteOP2). Since objects are manipu-
lated by叩 1，OPl (8)三 8for every state s， i.e. 
(rvαOpl) is not required to be performed. 

Table 2 summarizes what types of consistent 
relations，α1，α2， and αsatisfy the compensa-
tion ('"α2叩 2)0 (rvα1叩 1)[>α (Opl 0 Op2). Here， 
“α=・"means any one in C and “α" of αt 
means “向 =α" For example， rvα(opl 0 op2)一
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A:αbα2 E {Stαte，Sem}. L:α1，α2 E {Stαte， Sem， r， Sem-r}八 γ1nr2とγ.
B:α}=ゆ八 α2ε{State，sem}- M:α2 E {Stαte， Ser叩・，Sem-r} 
C:α1 E {8tαte， Sem} ^α2=ゆ.八 α=φ 八r2n Q(OPl (S))とr.
D:α=α2=O・ .α1E {Stαte， 8em， r， 8em-r} 
E:α1，α2ε {8tαte，r}. N・ 八α2 ゆ八 rln Q(op2(S))とT・
F:α ゆ八 α2E {8tαte，r}八r2n Q(opt{S))とT・0:αbα2ε {8tate，Sem， Q08， R; 8em-Q08， Sem-R}・
2:α1 E {伽tγ}八 α2=ゆ^rl n Q(Op2(S))とTPα2E {Stαte，伽 1.，QoS，R，S伽 QoS，
日:α=α2=O八 rlnr2とr. .r. Sem-R}八 α ゆ.

1:αα2ε {Stαte，QoS，r}・ .α1ε {Stαte，Sem， QoS， R， Sem-QoS， 
J:α=ゆ八 α2E {Stαte，Qos，T}. Q- Sem-R}八'α2Jゅ.
K:α1 E {Stαte， QoS，r}八 α2=ゆ.

Figure 2: Conditions. 

Table 1: Types of methods. 

I type I S/Q I M/O I condition 
S s 
SM  S M 
SO S O 
Q Q 
QM  Q M 
QO Q O 
R(r) Q OPt(S)とr.
RM  Q M 

mct(aonpdta(sto))ry とcromfoproenveenrt y cl邸 S
(r) 

Ci of c. 
RO Q M oQp(toipotn(asl ))coとmrp for every 
(r) onent class 

ci of c. 
S: state Q: QoS 
M: mandatory 0: optional 

{( "'StateOPl) 0 ("'StateOP2)}. This means， OPl 0叩2
can be compensated by ("'stateOPl) 0 (l'VstateOP2) 
for every requirement α. 

[Theorem] An α・consistentrelation “~α(OPl 0 

OP2)ロα{(I'Vα20p2)0 (I'Vα1 OPl)}" holds iff one of 
the relations shown in Table 2 holds.口

|α1 

Ta.ble 2: Compensation. 

|α2 

α α . 
Stαte Stαte . 

8tαte α . 

α State ー

Sem八 (OPl三ゆ) α ー

α 8em ̂  (OP2三ゆ) . 

R 八(OPlーゆ) α ー

α R 八 (OP2一ゆ) . 

Stαte Sem-R Sem-R 
Sern・R Stαte Sem-R 
R Sem Sem-R 
Sem R Sem-R 
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u
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A
官 Compensating 

4.1 Compensating sequence 

Suppose a bαckground object b is manipulated by 
a method grayscale a氏eradd-car鎚 presentedbe-
fore. Here， a colored object b with a red car is 
changed to a monochromatic state b'. b' can be re-
covered to the previous state b by performing com-
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pensating methods color 0 del-cαr. Here， color 
and del-car are 8tαte-compensating methods of 
grayscαle and add・cαr，i.e. ( "" state grayscαle) and 
( ""sωeadd-car)， respectively. b' can be also recov-
ered to b by performing del・cαr0 color because 
del-car and color are State-compatible. Thus， 
add・cαr0 grayscale can be compensated by any of 
(color 0 del・car)and (del・cαr0 color). We discuss 
how to take a cheaper compensating sequence. 

If a method opl is 8tαte-compatible with a 
method op2 (Opl I叩 2)，(opl 0 OP2)一(OP20 
opd. Hence， opl 0 OP2 can be also compen-
sated by (""Stateopt) 0 (""StateOP2) while compen-
sated by (rv SωteOP2) 0 ("" StateOpt). (rv S何 teOPl)0 
( "" State op2)一("" State OP2) 0 ("" Sωeopt}. Thus， 
if a pair of methods are αーcompatiblewith re-
spect to consistent relation αin C， the meth-
ods can be exchanged in a sequence. A 
method OPl isα・compatiblewith a method OP2 
(OPI0α Op2) iff (""αopt)oα(rvαOP2). By using 
this α・compatibilityrelation， the computation or-
der of methods can be changed. Let 8 be a se-
quence opl 081 0叩2of methods where 81 is a sub-
sequence of methods and oPl and OP2 are methods. 
Let 8' be another sequence OP2 081 OOPl・Here，
S口α8'(8 isα-consistent with 8') if OPl 0α OP2， 
opoα opl， .and op 0α OP2 for every method op in 
81・ Thismeans opl and OP2 can be exchanged 
in the sequenc笛 Here，it is straightforward 
“~α(OPl 081 Oop2)口α(""αopt}o(""α8J)o(""αop2)"
holds. 

Let r show RoS“application is not interested in 
colors". A method add-cαr is r-compatible with a 
method gmyscale (αdd -car Or grayscale). Sup-
pose add・caris performed before gmyscαle， i.e. 
add -cαr 0 grayscale. This sequence is r-
compensαted by (""rgmyscale) 0 (""rαdd -cαr). 
However， it takes a shorter time to perform 
( ""r grayscale) a此erremoving a car which is added 
by add-car， i.e. (""radd -car)， because the num-
ber of objects whose colors to be changed are 
decre部 ed. Hence，αdd -car 0 grayscale can be 
more efficiently compensated by (""rαdd -car)。
( ""r grayscαle) with respect to RoS r. The method 
del-car is an r-compensating method of add-
cαr， i.e. del-car = (""r add・car)= ("'s臼teadd・
car). Since the application is not interested in 
color， ("'r grayscale) can be omitted， i.e.φis 
( "'r grayscαle). 

4.2 Optimization 

Next， let us consider how to reduce the num-
ber of compensating methods to compensate a 
sequence of methods. Suppose a cαr object c 
is deleted after added， i.e.αdd・car0 del・car.
Since (add-car 0 del-car)ーゆ holds，("'Sωtedel・

cαr) 0 ('" Stateαdd・cαr)is not required to be per・
formed. Next， suppose a method pa'iηtl which 
paints an object red is performed after painting 
yellow by paint2・pα切ら opαint1 brings the same 
result obtained by' performing only paintl， i.e怠e
(ωpαω4仰ηtら20Pαωtηtl)一pαωt仇ηt1 . In order to com pen-
sate paintt 0 Pαint2， only (rvαpaintd can be per-
formed. The following relations are defined for 
methods OPt and OPu and a consistent relation α: 

• OPt is anα-identity method i圧OPt口αゆ.
• OPt α-αbsorbs OPu i百(OPtOOPu)口αOPt.

Figure 3: Compensating sequence of methods. 

[Example 2] Let us consider a kamoke object 
k shown in Figure 3. A state S3 of the kαmoke 
object k is obtained by performing a sequence of 
methods del-cαr-bg 0 monoral on a s凶 te81・ A
method stereo is a 8tate-compensating method of 
monoral. Hence， rvState(del・car-bg0 monoral)一
(ste問。。 αdd・bg).1n the kαraoke object k， bαck-
ground and cαr object.s are optional. A state 5~ is 
obtained by performing the method stereo on the 
state S3. The state 5~ is sema.凶 icallyconsistent 
with the state 51 (5f == SI). That is， an applica-
tion considers the state s~ to be the same槌 the
state 5}・Hence，the method sequence del-ωr-bg 0 
monoral call be undone by performing one method 
ste陀 o.""三(del・car・bg0 monoml)三 stereo.ロ

Next， we discuss how to reduce a sequence 
of methods. Let 8 be a sequence 81 0 82 0 83 
where 81， 82， and 83 are subsequences of meth-
ods. If 82 is an α-identity sequence， ""α(810820 
83)口α~α(810 83)， If 83α-absorbs 82， ""α(81 0 
82083)口α~α(81083)，If 82 isα-compatible with 
83 (82。α83)，rvα(81082083)ロα~α(81083082)，

Let 8 be a sequence of methods performed on 
an objecむo. 8 is partitioned into a sequence of 
subsequences 81 0 . . . 0 Sm(m三1). The subse-
quences satisfy the following conditions: 

1. For every subsequence 8i = opi1 0 . . .0 OPil;， 
every pair of methods OPij and OPik in 8i are 
α-compatible. 
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2. Every method OPij in 8iα-confticts with meth-
ods OPi-lん 1in 8i-l and OPi+l，I'+1 in 8i+l・

A subsequence which satisfies the conditions 
presented above is referred to as segment. 

We take a following strategy. 

1. A sequence 8 of methods is partitioned into 
segments 81，...， 8m • 

2. Each segment 8i is reduced into a subsequence 
8i. 
Each subsequence 8i is reduced though the fol-

lowing proced ure Red uce by using the α-identity 
and α-absorbing relations. 

Let 8 be a sequence of methods performed 
on an object 0 are to be α-compensated. Let 
81 and 82 be compensating sequenc回 of8， i息
(8081)ロαゆand(8082)ロαゆ. If it takes a 
shorter time to perform 81 than 82 and 81 con-
sumes less amount of computation r回 ourcethan 
82， 81 is cheα:per than 82・Sinceit is not e鎚 Yto 
define the cost， 8} is defined to be cheα.per than 
82 if 1811三1821.Here， 18il denoもesthe number of 
methods in a sequence 8i・Acheaper sequence 8' 
is found for a sequence 8 by the following proce-
dure: 

1. Let 8 be a sequence 8" oop where 8" is a 
subsequence and op is a method. 

2. 8' = Reduce(8ぺop).

Reduce(8'，op). 
1. If 8' =ゆ， 81:= op; return (8d; 
2. Let 8' be 8" oop'. 
3. lf opα-absorbs opヘop'is removed仕om8'，

i.e. 8':= 8" and 8} := Reduce(8ぺop);

return (8d; 
4. If op 0α op'， 81 := Reduce(8" 0 op，ザ);

82 := Reduce(8ぺop')oop of 1811 < 1821， 
return (8d else return (82)' 

5. e1se 81 := Reduce(8ぺop')0 op， return 
(8d; 

Let 181 be a number of methods to be peト

formed in a sequence 8. 181 is defined凶 fo1・
lows: lopl = 1 and 180 opl = 181 + 1. ln Figure 
3， Reduce( f'V三(delete0 monoral)) = ste陀 osince 
I stereo 0 add I三Istereol.

5 Concluding Remarks 

ln multimedia systems， QoS of an object is ma-
nipulated in addition to the state of the object. In 
this paper， we discussed how the QoS of the object 
is manipulated by methods. We defined semanti-
c叫ly，QoS， RoS， semantically QoS， and semanti-
cally RoS conflicting relations among methods of 
multimedia objects. By using the relations， we 
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defined compensating methods to undo the works 
done by the methods. We also made clear ho¥V 
types of compensating methods are related仕om
the QoS point of view. We discussed how to con-
struct a compensating sequence of methods which 
imply better performance. 
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